
IDaaS Access

Evidian Identity & Access Management

Evidian IDaaS Access is a fully-fea-
tured access management-as-a-ser-
vice solution that integrates cutting 
edge multifactor authentication 
(MFA), identity federation and single 
sign-on(SSO) solutions for an out-
standing user experience with 
an added level of security. The solu-
tion delivers fast time-to-value 
through quick onboarding, scalabil-
ity and flexibility.

Facilitate access 
management of hybrid 
infrastructures

Businesses are aware of the multi-
ple benefits of the cloud but migrate 
at their own pace to mitigate risk, 
ensure compliance and meet busi-
ness objectives. Some businesses 
may even decide to keep dedicated 
and sensitive applications on-prem-
ises. Evidian IDaaS Access facilitates 
access control management for 
all applications and assists busi-
nesses at every step of their migra-
tion journey.

Evidian IDaaS Access provides all 
user profiles with a secure single 
point of access to applications, 
replacing multiple existing access 
pages that use less secure dedicated 
authentication solutions. It also sup-
ports fine-grained synchronization 
capabilities for provisioning identities 
available on-premises or in cloud-
based directories.

Support Identity Federation

With Evidian IDaaS Access, it is 
possible to control who accesses IT 
resources while delegating partner 
identity authentication to an external 
identity provider (IdP). The solution 
supports security assertion markup 
language (SAML) 2.0 and OpenID 
Connect as well as OAuth 2.0 for 
single sign-on (SSO), identity federa-
tion and authorization control. Users 
can also be provisioned between 
trusted domains in more complex 
business environments involving 
partners and affiliates.

Strengthen authentication

Reinforce security thanks to strong 
authentication based on multi-factor 
authentication. Evidian IDaaS Access 
supports a comprehensive list of 
authentication mechanisms includ-
ing Evidian Push Authentication, the 
latest FIDO 2 framework, and third-
party authentication delegation (via 
RADIUS and SAML).
• Evidian Push Authentication pro-

vides fast, convenient, and fric-
tionless one-touch authentication 
from mobile devices

• Evidian IDaaS Access supports 
new passwordless FIDO 2.0 
authentication.

Enable rich analytics

Evidian IDaaS Access features com-
prehensive analytics that enable 
you to sort and enrich its audit trails 
through an intuitive, dynamic web 
interface. It provides dashboards 
for application access, audit activity, 
password changes, user authen-
tication activity, etc. that enable 
you to view and analyze events and 
user activity.

These rich analytics capabilities help 
you meet your compliance require-
ments, business security policies 
and risk management objectives. 
With analytics for IDaaS Access,  
you can discover trends, investigate 
the origin of problems, accurately 
assess risk, and meet regulatory 
requirements.

Align your IAM with your cloud strategy



Personalize the access portal

Evidian IDaaS Access adapts to the 
needs of any organization — regard-
less of size — to provide a highly cus-
tomizable standalone access portal, 
or the capacity to integrate into 
pre-existing corporate portals thanks 
to the Evidian Connect software 

Protect REST API

REST APIs are becoming increasingly 
popular among developers and data 
scientists. They are commonly used 
to create custom applications or to 
open one’s IT system to the internet. 
With Evidian IDaaS Access, it is easy 
to protect your APIs by managing  
API authorization (OAuth 2.0). You can 
secure publishing with access pro-
tection and ensure that only the right 
resources are accessed by the right 
users, using the right applications.

development kit (SDK) The naviga-
tion menu is dynamically generated 
to display the right web resources 
associated with a specific profile and 
to let users access self-service facil-
ities such as password reset, profile 
management, and authentication 
method enrollment.

Enforce security

Evidian IDaaS Access was built with 
security in mind to guarantee data 
confidentiality, prevent session or 
identity theft, and ensure trust in pro-
tecting information streams. Thanks 
to its self-service functionality, users 
can manage their passwords and 
enroll authenticators, thus avoiding 
exchanging sensitive information 
with third parties and reducing help 
desk calls.

Evidian IDaaS Access does not 
require the use of plug-ins for web 
browsers or modifications of appli-
cations reducing potential risks in 
working environments.

IDaaS Access can also comple-
ment CASB, cloud security and 
network security as-a-service to 
provide comprehensive protection 
for all businesses.

Increase productivity

Because enterprise mobility has 
been shown to positively impact 
productivity, allowing users to con-
nect from anywhere while enjoying a 
user-friendly experience has become 
a must.

Zero Trust

A significant number of businesses 
and CISOs are looking to move 
towards a zero trust security frame-
work, which includes continually 
assessing access to corporate ser-
vices regardless of whether they 
are on-premises, internet-facing, or 
cloud-hosted. Authentication and 
access right governance are key 
topics that need to be addressed to 
conform to zero trust where every 
access role must be designed fol-
lowing the least privilege principle 
– for everyone, always, everywhere. 
Evidian IDaaS Access helps build 
the secure foundation necessary for 
zero trust by providing a full-featured 
authentication and access manage-
ment as-a-service solution.

Full-featured access management 
as-a-service

Evidian universal single sign-on (SSO) combined with strong 
authentication means users only have to authenticate only once 
to access all resources, leading to a better user experience and 
reduced attack surface.

For more information: evidian.com
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